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“I will hear what God the Lord will speak: for
he will speak peace unto his people, and to
his saints: but let them not turn again to folly”
The Delegation of the GRUN to the Negotiation
Table thanks Families and the International
Community for all the Messages of encouragement
that we receive daily in support of our
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Efforts,

which

are

the

Efforts

of

the

Nicaraguan People to confirm with practical
and long-lasting Agreements, our decision
for Justice, Understanding and Peace.
The Delegation of the GRUN recognizes the
Conversations on Monday 13, in which, in a
climate of greater respect, the Debate on
Agenda Points continued.
The Delegation of the GRUN to the Negotiation
Table considers it is essential for all of us
to advance in Good Faith and Disposition,
working Mindful of Nicaragua and with Our
People in our Heart, the poor People, the
People that have been impoverished by the
interventionist Coup.
The Delegation of the GRUN ratifies once
again the Sovereign Will to comply with
all the Agreements that have already been
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taken, and the ones that are still to be
taken,

respecting

the

Constitution

and

Laws of our Republic.
Nicaragua

demands

maturity

and

serious

behavior. It is not possible to advance with
grandstanding disputes between the Members
of the Counterpart. The calculated delay of the
Agreements

only

calculations,

reflects

with

ill-intentioned

outdated

and

already

unsuccessful Political Agendas, that further
disturb Trust, and reveal an Unchristian
Conscience of foreign interests, which intends
to generate and strengthen scenarios, to
provoke harmful reactions against Common
Good and National Interest.
The Delegation of the GRUN in these Heroic
days of Miguel Ángel Ortez, of so many
Heroes and Martyrs who offered their Lives
for a Good and Fraternal Nation; of the Heroes
of the “Jacinto Hernández” Column of Nueva
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Guinea;

of

the

Heroes

and

Heroines

of

Monseñor Lezcano; of the Birth and Legacy
of

the

General

of

Free

Men

and

Women,

Augusto Nicolás Calderón Sandino, and of
so much True Life and Motherland, declares
Love and Loyalty to our Victorious, Always
Blessed and Always Free Nicaragua, which
we are obliged to serve with Pride and
Dignity.
“Mercy and truth are met together;
Righteousness and peace have kissed each other.
Truth shall spring out of the earth;
And righteousness shall look down from heaven.
The Lord shall give that which is good;
And our land shall yield her increase.
Righteousness shall go before him;
And shall set us in the way of his steps”.
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Always in Hope!
Always Beyond!
Tuesday, May 14, 2019
Delegation of the GRUN
to the Negotiation Table

